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Minutes of the November 16, 1984 meeting of the Science Panel of the Agent Orange Working Group

The Science Panel of the AOWG met in room 729G of the Hubert Humphrey building at 9:30 AM on November 16, 198M.
Attendees were as listed on the attached attendence sheet and several items were discussed as follows:

1) Exposure Opportunity Index. An index to characterize the likelihood that an opportunity for exposure to
Agent Orange occurred to individual veterans while in Vietnam has been developed by CDC and the Joint
Services Environmental Support Group. Such an index was used in the CDC Birth Defects Study and will be used in other
upcoming epidemiological studies of Vietnam veterans. The Science Panel will review the procedures em-
ployed for this index during a meeting to be held at the offices of the Joint Services Environmental Support Group,
room 210, 1730 K St. N.W. , Wash., DC., on November 29, 198U. A brief write-up of the developement of
these procedures was handed out as a preliminary to the next meeting and is Included as a part of these
minutes at Attachment A- Alternate Methods for Assigning Agent Orange Exposure Status to Vietnam veterans.

2) Results of the Pilot Test of the Vietnam Experience Study. An 'Interim Report' dated November 9, 1981*, was
prepared by CDC Agent Orange Projects staff and mailed to members of the Science Panel prior to the November
16 meeting. A copy of this report is included with these minutes at Attachment B and was discussed at length
during the meeting. As can be seen in the report, there was little reason for concern over the locatability of
identified Vietnam Era veterans nor their willingness to participate in the study. The pilot test yielded response
rates well over those which had been anticipated. Proposed modifications to the questionaire were discussed
to the satisfaction of the Science Panel.

During the discussion of the questionaire, it was pointed out that currently there is no provision for
verifying, from medical records, any of the health information obtained at interview. A difference in the rate of
self-reported adverse health conditions can be difficult or impossible to interpret where there is a potential for
biased reporting between study groups. This is particularly true for reproductive outcomes reported by men.
Recent experience with the results of the Air Force Project Ranch Hand II Morbidity Study Baseline Results should
illustrate this, even with reproductive data reported by wives. The prospect of obtaining medical verification for
all health and reproductive outcomes is a formidable task, even when appropriate information is obtained during
the interview phase. For some outcomes of interest such as Birth Defects, restricting verification to participants
in the examination phase may not provide sufficient statistical power.

On the other hand, it is feared that not collecting information on such outcomes may render the study
unacceptable to some interested parties, particularly the Congress. At any rate, members of the Science Panel
feel that some provision for the analysis, presentation and interpretation of self-reported health and reproductive
outcome data must be developed before the study is too far underway. In the interest of not causing undo delay in
the progress of the study, the Science Panel recommends that the data collection phase of the Vietnam Experience
Study proceed as it is currently scheduled, and that the CDC Project Agent Orange Staff prepare plans for the
scientific utilization of self-reported health data, including reproductive outcome data collected during the
interview phase.

3) Female Vietnam Veterans Health Study. Members of the Science Panel were provided with a memorandum dated November 13,
1981 from the Director, CDC to Dr. Brandt regarding a 'Possible Study of Female Vietnam Veterans'. A copy of this memo
is included with these minutes at Attachment C. The memo basically reiterates and acknowledges the concerns already
expressed by the Science Panel in our report to the AOWG. Dr. McConnell pointed out that previous scientific
information suggests that females are far more susceptible to chemical insult to the reproductive system and that
any serious attempt to measure adverse reproductive effects due to pesticide exposure should focus on exposed women.
Dr. Lipnick reported that so far it appears that none of the female veterans who served in Vietnam would be regarded
as having been exposed to Agent Orange or other herbicide according to the available records. The Science Panel feels
that a study of female Vietnam veterans must be regarded as a Vietnam Experience study and a decision to study this group
should be based on needs other than a further understanding of the possible adverse health effects from exposure to
herbicides and their contaminents.

M) VA Twin Study. A request from Dr. Houk to ask about the current status of the Twin Study reveals that the study has not
yet been totally abandoned. It appears that the Science Panel may be asked to review the Examination Phase Protocol
before a final decision is made. Members of the Science Panel will be kept informed.

The Science Panel meeting adjourned at 12:40 PM on November 16, 1984.
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Attachment A



Alternate Methods for Assigning Agent Orange Exposure Status

to Vietnam Veterans

Some time ago the Joint Services Environmental Support Group (then the Army

Agent Orange Task Force (AAOTF) began to develop methods to estimate potential

exposure to Agent Orange among Vietnam veterans. The method to be used 1n the

proposed Agent Orange Morbidity and Mortality Studies currently underway by CDC

involves detailed day-by-day tracking of both military units and individuals

while in Vietnam. Amassing the Information necessary to do this requires con-

siderable effort and yields simultaneous Information on all of the members of a

given military unit. The method is thus suitable for Identifying cohorts, but

is extremely inefficient for determining potential exposures of Individuals

selected by other means. Furthermore, the necessary records apparently do not

exist for many units in Vietnam, particularly non-Army units, and is the major

reason why the CDC Epidemiological studies are confined to veterans of the Army.

In order to obtain some information on the possible exposure to Agent Orange of

veterans identified through other sources, an alternative method was proposed by

the AAOTF. This method was generated by a desire to assign some exposure status

to Vietnam veterans identified during the CDC Birth Defects Study, but was also

considered apposite for other studies as well. The alternative method begins

with the identification of the unit or units to which a given veteran was

assigned and then obtains the quarterly reports of the unit or units during the

time that the veteran was assumed to be present. The quarterly reports contain

information on the place that the unit operated in or from during the quarter,

and some indication of specific actions (along with their locational grid coor-

dinates ) which occurred during the quarter. These are then matched up with



known herbicide applications from the HERBS and Services HERBS tapes. In addi-

tion, the military occupational specialty of the veteran is considered in esti-

mating the probability that he may have been exposed to Agent Orange during the

application or incident in question.

The alternative method does not provide an estimate of the extent of possible

exposure to Agent Orange. It was intended to provide an estimate of the likeli-

hood that an Individual veteran could have been exposed at all, and for this

reason was called an Exposure Opportunity Index. "Exposed at all" essentially

meant that the veteran had been within 2 kilometers within 3 days of an Agent

Orange application or dump, or had handled, applied or cleaned up herbicide

while in Vietnam. The value assigned to each veteran reflects the likeli-

hood that he had had an opportunity for at least one such exposure.

Unfortunately, it is easy to mistakingly interpret higher values of the Index as

greater exposures and inadvertently ascribe a dose response capability to the

Index.

Another issue which must be considered when interpreting results based on use of

the Exposure Opportunity Index is the potential for confounding with other

important attributes of the Vietnam experience. In particular, more oppor-

tunities for exposure to Ranch Hand spray applications were likely to occur among

the most mobile troops, and mobility of the occupational specialty is quite

appropriately considered in assigning an estimate of the opportunity for expo-

sure. Unfortunately, the more mobile troops were also more likely to have been

exposed to combat, and thus combat experience can easily be confounded with the

opportunity for exposure to Agent Orange afforded by entering a Ranch Hand

mission spray area.



The major reasons for reviewing current and proposed procedures for assigning an

Exposure Opportunity Index are to evaluate previous results and assist the Joint

Services Support Group In formulating the use of the Index for upcoming studies.

In particular, the Veteran's Administration Mortality Study and the Soft

Tissue Sarcoma Studies of CDC and the VA-AFIP are due to begin this assessment in

the near future. Included with this description of the alternate method for

assigning exposure opportunity indices are a current DRAFT of the two level

index under consideration by the support group and a short descripton of the

indices as utilized in the recently completed CDC Birth Defects Study.
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ATTACHMENT "D"

AGENT ORANGE EXPOSURE CRITERIA
For Use With

The Alternative Exposure Methodology

1. Exposure Opportunity Extremely Likely;

A. U.S. Army Chemical unit personnel and Army Aviation
personnel involved in herbicide spray operations

B. All personnel who were within 2 kilometers or less
distance from a Ranch Hand Agent Orange Herbicide mission
track including aborted Agent Orange dumps within a 72
hour period immediately after the spraying or dump.

C. Documented ground handler of herbicide drums.

D. All personnel who worked on Ranch Hand herbicide leaks
(e.g. base civil engineer personnel) and herbicide leak
clean up operations.

E. U.S. Air Force Ranch Hand personnel

F. All personnel who were within 2 kilometers or less
distance from either a helicopter and/or perimeter/ground
spraying of Agent Orange and within a 72 hour period
immediately after the spraying.

2. Exposure Opportunity Extremely Unlikely:

A. Personnel operating offshore and the ship does not have
its home port in Vietnam (does not include riverine
personnel).

B. Marine Corps, Navy, Air Force pilots and crewmembers
(Non-Ranch Handers) who were not based in Vietnam.

C. All other personnel* located or operating beyond a 2
kilometer distance of a Ranch Hand spray mission track or
aborted Agent Orange dump within the 72 hour period after
the spraying or dump or at a later time.

D. All personnel who were located or operating beyond a 2
kilometer distance from either a helicopter and/or
perimeter/ground spraying of Agent Orange within the 72
hour period following the spraying or at a later time.

DRAFT



An Opportunity for Exposure Index (OEI) as Used 1n the CDC

Birth Defects Study

The CDC Birth Defects Study results Include regression coefficients for each of

the birth defect categories against two Indices of opportunity for exposure to

Agent Orange, oth of the indices were derived by considering the likelihood

that a veteran with a particular job assignment during a particular time at a

particular place in Vietnam would have had an opportunity for at least some

exposure to Agent Orange. The job assignment and the time and place of service

were included in the telephone Interview as well as In the personnel record

files in St. Louis, MO. Index number one was based on the Information contained

in the personnel records. Index number two was based on information obtained

during the interview. Any differences in the assigned values of the two indices

for a particular veteran are generated by differences in the ascribed job, place

and/or time of service in Vietnam according to the two data sources. The number

of cases and controls with an assigned value for index number two is about 10X

greater than for Index number one. As a result of the failure to locate person-

nel folders for some veterans before the end of the study. Which of the two

Indices is the more accurate has not been resolved.



Table 5. Examples of Agent Orange Exposure Opportunity Index Scores*

• Index Score = 1 (minimum opportunities for exposures)
( 1. Service in selected locations at specific times
; (any job description except handling Agent Orange)

e.g., Cam Ranh Bay (66)
' Qui Nhon (68-69)

Nha Trang (67-68)
I 2. Non-Ranch Hand pilots and aircrew (66-67)

3. Specified Controlled Environments
, e.g.. battalion surgeon (68)

' Index Score = 2
1. Service in selected locations at specific times

I e.g.. GiaLe (69-70)
Phan Rang (other than 9-12/68.3-9/70)
Qui Nhon (68-69)

2. Selected noninfantry occupations at specified places and times
e.g.. company clerk — Due Pho (68-69)

radio repairman — Chu Lai (66-67)
| truck driver — Cu Lam Nam (68)
i 3. Noninfantry stationed at selected bases with perimeter spraying

e.g.. wireman — Chu Lai (68-69)

; Index Score = 3

1. Service at bases with perimeter spray operations, specified times
e.g . Chu Lai (68-69) - Camp Eagle (68-69)

LZ English (67-68)
2. Selected noninfantry occupations at specified locations and times

e.g., salvage specialist — Danang (69-70)
M.P. - Danang (68-69)
wheeled vehicle mechanic — Long Binh (66-67)

Index Score = 4
1 Infantry combat arms at specified locations and times

eg. An Khe (66-67)
Tarn Ky (67-68)
lay Minh (69-70)

2. Selected noninfantry at specified locations and times
e.g., Helicopter pilot — CuChi (66-67)

M.P. - Long Binh (67-68)
3. Advisors of Army, Republic of Vietnam Divisions (68-69)
4 Special Forces Camps (field personnel)

e.g. Nha Trang (69-70)

Index Score = 5 (most numerous opportunities for exposure)
1. Infantry/combat arms at specified locations and times

e.g.. A Shau Valley (69)
Tay Ninh (68)
Phuoc Vinh (67)

2. Service at specified locations and times with aborted Ranch Hand missions
or other herbicide mishaps

e.g. BienHoaAFB(7'67.11/68)
Long Binh Post (67-69)
Phu Cat AFB (69-70)

•See text for description

79
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I. INTRODUCTION

One year ago the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) published the approved

protocol for the Epidemiologic Study of the Health of Vietnam Veterans.

Since then the Agent Orange Projects (AOP) staff at CDC and officials of

collaborating government agencies have made considerable progress in

implementing the study protocol.

Several contracts have already been negotiated and signed for data

collection activities. Solicitation and evaluation of proposals for

several additional contracts have now been completed, and these contracts

will be awarded within the next several months.

CDC has developed the operational methods and logistic systems necessary

to conduct such a large study. The interview instrument (questionnaire)

was developed based on consultations with appropriate experts, then

refined and programmed on a Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing

(CATI) system.

Finally, a "pilot" test of the interview methods was conducted. As

described in the protocol, the "pilot" study was the final process of

assessing participation rates and the study instruments just' before the

start of the main cohort study. The pilot test indicated that the
*

military record review, tracing, and interviewing methods to be used in

the main study are successful.
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The timing of this interim report was influenced by a request from the

Office of Management and Budget (OMB) that AOWG review the pilot test and

resultant modifications to the questionnaire to determine if the Vietnam

Experience Study should proceed on schedule in January. CDC believes

that the feasibility of the Vietnam Experience Study has been established

by the pilot test and a series of pretests conducted earlier. Agent

Orange Projects staff are prepared to begin the main study interviews for

the Vietnam Experience Study in January 1985. Only relatively minor

changes in the methods and questionnaire used in the pilot test will be

necessary.

It should be emphasized that, at this time, CDC is only seeking

concurrence to proceed with the main phase of the Vietnam Experience

Study. Although the Agent Orange Study uses many of the same methods as

the Vietnam Experience Study, it also requires the additional step of

estimating the likelihood of exposure to Agent Orange. Moreover,

sampling methods to identify study participants are more complicated in

the Agent Orange Study than in the Vietnam Experience Study. Pretests of

methods specific to the Agent Orange Study continue and will be reported

to AOWG in early 1985, prior to beginning the main phase of the Agent

Orange Study.

* *

This report presents results of the pilot study of the questionnaire and

veteran tracing and participation, a brief update on operational methods

of the Vietnam Experience Study, and CDC's plans for initiating the main

Vietnam Experience Study in January 1985.
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II. PILOT TEST AND QUESTIONNAIRE MODIFICATIONS

On August 1, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) awarded Research

Triangle Institute (RTI) of Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, a

contract to locate and interview five groups (cohorts) of Vietnam-era

Army veterans as part of the overall Agent Orange Projects activity. The

contract called for a pilot study of tracing methods and questionnaire

administration on a random sample of 300 Vietnam—era veterans to be

conducted between August 1 and December 31. The 300 veterans were

identified by the U.S. Army & Joint Services Environmental Support Group

(ESG).

The process of tracing veterans, i.e., locating a current address and

phone number, began on August 20 following three weeks of preparatory

work. After extensive training of the interviewers, telephone

interviewing began on September 26. All tracing efforts for the pilot

test, as well as computer assisted telephone interviewing (CATI), were

cut off on October 28 to allow time for coding, editing, and other

"clean-up" activities.

Table 1

STATUS OF PRE-TEST GROUP (AS OF 10-28-84)

Total 300
Completed interview 249
Unable to locate 25
Unable, to contact ^ 18
Initial refusals 7
Final refusals 1
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As of October 28, 249 of the 300 veterans had been located and

interviewed. This amounts to a 83X location/interview rate. This

overall success rate is quite remarkable in a study of this nature and

far surpasses CDC's goal of 70% for the pilot study. Table 1 shows a

breakdown of the current status of the 300 veterans. From these figures,

a location success rate can be calculated as 275/300 or 92 percent. This

level may understate the rate expected in the main study since only 2

months was available for tracing activities in the pilot phase whereas up

to 10 months will be available in the main study.

The participation rate among those contacted was 249/257 or 97 percent.

This cooperation on the part of Vietnam-era veterans, indicates that,

once veterans are located and contacted, an extremely high level of

interview completion can be expected. The participation rate in the

pilot test far exceeds that found in general population health surveys.

Contractors' interviewers have confirmed the positive reaction of

veterans asked to participate. As rated by these interviewers,

respondent cooperation was "good" or "very good" in 97 percent of the

interviaws. It should be noted that the interviewers are experienced in

conducting health surveys.

The average duration of the first 219 interviews was 35 minutes; only 7
-̂

lasted 1 hour or more. These data indicate that the pilot study

questionnaire is of an acceptable length and time considerations need not

dictate changes for the main study.
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RTI has delivered all data collected from the first 193 interviews to

COC. Of these, 159 (82 percent) veterans said they had received the

introductory letter and Fact Sheet from CDC Director, Dr. James 0.

Mason. Veterans who had not received this material were read a summary

including the elements of informed consent before proceeding with the

interview.

There was no sign of systematic refusal to answer sections of the

questionnaire dealing with "sensitive" topics such as income, alcohol

consumption, illicit drug use, combat exposure, and various psychological

experiences. Notably, there were only two refusals on income and only

one on use of illicit drugs.

In response to concerns of the CDC Institutional Review Board, RTI

interviewers were trained to note any signs of distress in respondents

following the questions on combat exposure and psychological

experiences. Of 97 Vietnam veterans who were asked the combat questions,

only 7 were judged to have shown any sign of distress during this

section. The effects of the psychological questions were recorded in

only 81 of the 193 interviews due to a temporary malfunction of the CATI

system early in the pilot test. Interviewers noted that eight of these

81 veterans revealed signs of distress. These figures should be

interpreted cautiously since interviewers may have been overly sensitive

to this issue in the pilot study and erred on the side of overreporting
*

signs of distress.
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In response to a requirement by OMB regarding the format of the

Psychological section, CDC made these questions fit the model used in the

Veterans Administrations Vietnam-era Twins Study (VETS). This format

seemed to work well in the pre-test except for some respondent confusion

regarding subtle differences in meaning among some of the questions.

Overall, the questionnaire and its implementation on the CATI system at

RTI were very successful during the pilot phase. The questionnaire was

of appropriate duration for a telephone interview and was well accepted

by veterans being interviewed. The CATI system contributed to the

interviewers' efficient administration of the instrument and permitted

immediate detection and correction of inconsistent or questionable

responses. Despite the size and complexity of the questionnaire, only

one problem in the CATI program occurred. As mentioned above, the

interviewer's assessment of respondent distress in the psychological

section was not recorded for the first 81 interviews. This error was

quickly corrected and no other problems with the CATI system arose.

For the study beginning in January, only minor changes will be made from

the instrument version used in the pilot (Attachment A). The

modifications are based on advice from interviewers who administered it

and from analysis of veterans' responses during the first 193

interviews. A few questions have been deleted after being deemed

unproductive. The most significant change is the restructuring of

several sections to improve efficiency and comprehensibility.
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III. STUDY OPERATIONS

The success of the pilot test is obviously extremely encouraging. By

itself, however, a successful pilot test with 300 participants does not

necessarily ensure success in the main study involving over 17,000

eligible veterans and at least 12,000 interviews in a one year time

period. When the main interview phase of the Vietnam Experience

component begins, CDC will monthly receive large amounts of data related

to participating veterans from seven government agencies and numerous

private contractors.

The obstacles to identifying, locating, and interviewing the thousands of

veterans selected for the Vietnam Experience Study are formidable and

could not be overcome without the excellent cooperation of a number of

Federal agencies, particularly ESG, National Personnel Records Center

(NPRC), Reserve Components Personnel and Administration Center (RCPAC),

the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), Social Security Administration (SSA),

National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS), data management components

of the Veterans Administration, and the National Institute of

Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). With the cooperation of these

agencies the CDC Agent Orange Projects staff has developed and

implemented the procedures described below to ensure that these data flow

efficiently throughout the Vietnam Experience component of the

investigation. Many of these procedures are well underway which will

permit the main study interviews to begin on schedule.
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For this study component 14 independent random samples, each with

approximately 3,500 veterans, were selected from tapes supplied by the

National Personnel Records Center. The tapes include the "universe" of

all discharged Vietnam-era veterans whose records are stored at NPRC.

Each monthly sample flows through the record abstraction, locating, and

interviewing systems as an independent entity.

Labeled data collection forms are printed by CDC and sent to NPRC, RCPAC,

and ESG. The records are collected by NPRC and forwarded to RCPAC.

RCPAC does initial disqualification of the veterans on the basis of rank,

period of service, number of tours, and so on, as spelled out in the

protocol. Records of qualified veterans are sent to ESG, which abstracts

information on qualified veterans and forwards the abstract forms to CDC

for keypunching and editing. A "data flow diagram" for this

qualification process is shown in Attachment B.

To find current locating information for qualified veterans, their names

and social security numbers are sent to the IRS, SSA, the Veterans

Administration's Beneficiaries Identification and Records Locating

Sub-System (VA-BIRLS) and Home of Veterans Record Center (VA-Hines), and

NCHS's National Death Index (NDI). IRS and VA-Hines provide recent

address information; SSA, NDI, and VA-BIRLS provide vital status data
,4

(Attachment C).

Name and most recent known address information for qualified living

veterans will be sent to our interview contractors in monthly lists of

1,433 veterans (Attachment D). After the interview, location information
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for a random sample of those who have been interviewed will be sent to

the contractor responsible for conducting the medical examinations for

use in contacting veterans to be asked to participate in this clinical

examination phase.

The current status of veteran identification and location efforts that

have been conducted in preparation for the main phase of the Vietnam

Experience Study are shown in Table 2. As shown, we have a "head start"

on information needed by the interviewing contractor in January, due

largely to the excellent cooperation of all participating agencies. Both

the data in Table 2 itself, as well as the existence of effective

cooperative mechanisms evidenced by that data, lead COC to believe that

logistic problems will not impede the timely completion of the Vietnam

Experience Study.

Table 2

VIETNAM EXPERIENCE STUDY

Veteran Identification and Location
Status on November 9, 1984

Task Current Total Number Required per Month

Records Reviewed-RCPAC 23,947 3,500
Veterans Qualified-ESG 9,084 1,433
Vital Status Determination

NDI . 8,602 1,433
SSA 5,723 1,433
VA-BIRLS- 8,602 , 1,433

Recent Address Information
IRS 7,166 1,433
VA-Hines 7,166 1,433

Total Ready for Interview 7,166 1,433
Contractor
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IV. PILOT STUDY - MAIN STUDY TRANSITION

Main study interviews for the Vietnam Experience Study are scheduled to

begin on January 1. To meet this milestone and keep the study on

schedule, the questionnaire must be in final form by December 1. RTI, our

Interview Contractor, will implement the revised questionnaire on the CATI

system and train interviewers on the new system in December. The final

IRB approvals will also be obtained during that month. OMB has requested

AOWG review of the pilot results and questionnaire modifications prior to

implementing the main study interviews.

Based on the success of the pilot study and the implementation of the

necessary procedures for the main study, CDC is confident that the Vietnam

Experience component can be conducted successfully. With AOWG concurrence

and OMB final approval, CDC will begin the main study interviews on

schedule in January 1985. CDC will also send this interim report to OTA

to assist that office in its monitoring function.

The clinical examination component of the Vietnam Experience Study

consists of well tested clinical methods and laboratory techniques. The

chief purposes of a planned pilot test of that component are: l)to assess

participation rates in the time consuming phase; 2)to ensure that the

complex operational methods needed for the study run efficiently; and 3)to

determine the acceptability of study procedures^ to the participating

veterans. If difficulties occur in any of these areas, CDC will certainly

consult with its review groups before proceeding with the main study

examinations. If no difficulties arise, CDC intends to proceed directly

with the main study clinical examinations. CDC will provide its review

groups with a report on the examination pilot test, if so ronno«for)
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ATTACHMENT A - PROPOSED CHANGES TO QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Medical Section

To reduce the level of redundancy and respondent burden the following

changes will be made: (a) eliminating the details on doctor visits during

the past 3 months, and treatments ordered by a doctor, and (b) placing the

questions on medications, limitations in activities, and hospital visits

after all questions dealing with specific diseases and conditions. Also,

some redundant questions on digestive system conditions will be

eliminated.

2. Pregnancy Section

This section will be reorganized along lines suggested by the interviewers

to reduce the time of administration and to structure the section more

simply. The same information will be collected in the reformatted

version. In addition, some new questions will be added dealing with early

childhood health problems and miscarriages.

3. Other Sections

a) The questions on herbicide exposure will be modified to obtain a

better assessment of exposure from the veteran. Specifically, two

vague questions will be deleted and another will be reworded.

b) The section dealing with hospitalizations and doctor visits in the

Army'will be shifted to a later point in £he questionnaire where it

will fit better.

c) The order of the psychological questions will be changed to avoid

confusion among veterans, some of whom have failed to note a subtle

distinction in meaning among certain questions.
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d) The following questions will be deleted:

i) Vocational training - minimal relevance to study

ii) Blood transfusions - minimal relevance to study

iii) Ever work in the making of herbicides (too rare an occurrence)

iv) Ever get malaria or receive malaria treatment in Vietnam

(this information should be reported in military medical section)

e) The combat exposure questions will be supplemented with questions on

the frequency of experiencing each of the five events.

f) The section on illicit drug use will be modified to simplify its

administration, but the same information will be collected.

CDC: CEH: CDD": "AOP: PLayde: dd

Document No. SEC2-183

11/8/84
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Attachment B

Veteran Qualifications - Vietnam Experience Study

Data Flow Diagram
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See key to flow diagram symbols in Attachment E.
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Attachment C

Veteran Tracing - Vietnam Experience Study

Data Flow Diagram
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Attachment D

Interview and Analysis Data Management - VES

Data Flow Diagram
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Attachment E

KEY

Data Flow Diagram (DFD) A picture of the flows of data through a system
of any kind, showing the external entities which
are sources or destinations of data, the processes
which transform data, and the places where the
data are stored.

Data Store Any place in o system where data ore stored
between transactions or between executions of
the system (includes files—manual and machine-
readable, data bases, and tables).

En tity 1. External entity: a source or destination of data
on a data flow diagram.
2. Something about which information is stored in
a data store, e.g. customer, employees.

Process A set of operations transforming data, logically or
physically, according to some process logic.

Identification

Dl DATA STORE

Identification

Identification

Description
of function

Physical
location
where
performed
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Memorandum

From Director
Centere for Diaeeee Control

Subjitf Possible Study of Female Vietnam Veterans

To Xdvard tf. Irftadt, Jr., H,D.
Chair Fro Tempera
cabinet council Agent Orange Working Group

Thank you for the opportunity to review and reepotid to the Agent Orange
Working Group Science Final '• critique of the protocol outline for * atudy of
female Vietnam veterans. The Science Panel mentioned two issues which they
felt muet b* carefully considered before proceeding further with development
of the ttudyi

1) "the great potential for confounding espoaorea both during and after
Viet BOB to teratogenic agents other than herbicides and their

And

2) "what « atudy of feuie vetevaoa will contribute la the way of
acivntlfie infomatioa vhich i» not already being obtained froa the
ongoing mole studiei."

CDC sh«r«a tb« goicttoe Panel's intereat in having a taaaafch plan which
addrasaae p4t«atially eoofoundieg axpoaurea. In this regard, it ia important
to consider the purpoa* of the (turfy* i« stated in the protocol outline, the
proposed atudy la einilar to th« Vi«tMB Experience Study of nen currently
being conducted* All the exposures unique to the Viatnaa eavdrotmant, from
paraaitlc di»eAS*«, to paychological atreii, to waste anesthetic gaeaa may
influence the heaXtb of the Vietnam veteran cohort* Agent Orange la only ooe
of many efcpoturea included In thla experience.

for analyaaa of the effect* of Vietnam aervlce In general, expoaure to aiceae
vset* «a«4thetic gaaea in field hoapitala id Vietnam would not be a cOnfoUndar
of the aaaoeiation of Vietnam service with health ootcoaea. Bather, the
anesthetic gaaac ara bot o«e of the many ezpo*urea that are part of the
Vietnam Experience. On tha other head, for analyace focuaing on apectiic
expoauraa axperieoced in Vietnam, aueh aa Agent Orange, waste aneathetie gaa
erpoBure might ta a eonfounder. Such an*lyaee would be expected to control
for operating roOtt axperience in Vietnaa* Oceupatieaal exposurea, including
waete anesthetic gaaaa» eKperienced after military service night also be
potential confounding factora since they could differ between the Vietoaa and
non-Vietnam female veterans. Again, thaaa exposures would be cooaidered in

analyeia*

To reepond to tbe general concern about confounding, GDC would deal with
potentially confounding factora in this atudy with the aaae approach uaed in
the recent Birth >fecta Study and the ongoing atudy of male v«ter«tia>
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Detailed information would b« gathered ft urn personal interviews and record
review? about potential conf oundere t eig», demographic > occupational, or other
risk factara for disease that might occut with differing frequencies among
Vietnam and non-Vietnam veterane* la the. analytic euch factora would be
controlled for, eliminating any actual confounding affect of th*ae variables.

The aecond concern of th« Science Panel related to tha reaearch e.ueatione
uniqua to woman that would be addtaaaed in tba propoaed atudj. Aa atated
above, th* ttudy la primarily deaigned to look at military gervice in Vietnam,
in general, aa tha main arpoaure of interest, rather than eatimetea of Agent
orange espoeure. Two caveata ehould b« mentioned regarding the study of Agent
Orange asposure, pet aa, in ralatlan to the health of f«n*le vietaea
vat«raqe> Pirat, because of the duties of ttoet women vho sarved in Viatacv,
tbelt likelihood of eitpoBure to Agant Or*nga may b« l«aa th*n that of male
Vietnam veteran** Hoft voaen vho aerved in Viato*a ware atatiooed at nllieary
hoapitala or headquarter uolta that vara ac vma distance from the heavieat
A^aoc Orange aprayiagai Second, if, aa speculated by aoae aoi«ntiata, Ageat
Orane« raalduee becane ublquitoua throughout vl«tnaav female viatrua veteran*
nay have Man expoaed through food auppliee, drinking water, etc. However,
theie type a of eapoaurea could not be quaatified by relating tbe proximity of
the wowtn'a unite to tba Ranch Hand epraylng miaaione or other application* of
Agent Orange i

Three broad group* of health outeottaa would be atudied in relation to
service i reptoduetive outcouea, peychologie outcoaaa, and general health
outcowea for which women nay experience different riaka than mew.

Reproductive outcomes would include fertility, apontaneoue abortion*, and
congenital malfomationa as well as diaeaaea of female reproductive orgaaa*
pregnancy out coma a of the women are of particular iater«at aince matertul
expoauree are mor« coomooly aaaocieted with adverae effects than peteeaal
exposures, Dieeaaea of reproductive orgaoe may b« related to the influence of
varioua etreaaea and injulta to the delicate hypothalandc-pituitary-ovariao
axia* Alao of note in thla regard, certain aubclioical pataaitic diaaaaea,
euch at Balarlt and anebiaaia, nay become manifeat during tha- atreae of
pregnancy*

Piychologie outconei tuch ea tftxiety, depteaaloa, and *oat Trauaiatic Streea
Diaoriee and behavioral outcoaee euch aa eubatance abuse and oriaUnal activity
oay exhibit different patterns in male and female Vletnea veteran*. With *
large proportion of acute care curaee among female Vietnam veteran* , special
conaideratloa would be given to poieible etreaeful effecta of earing for a
large volume of combat caaualtl«a« The neycho*ocial component of the female
atudy ia alio crucial to the complete evaluation and interpretation of the
other clinical data to b« collected, specifically in the determination of
behavioral out come a aa a cauae vereue en effect of payeicel and biochemical
diaordara (e»g> hepatiti*, oirrho*!*, memory dieordere).

cenaral health outcomea would ioelude a variety of conditions of coneern to
female Vietnam veteran*. Theee outcottei are aimllar to thoee bein| addreaaed
in the ongoing study of male veterana. la wma tha caee In the etudy of mal.
vBterana7there are few .pacific hypotneeee haaed on previoue ecientific
Hndiee! CDC oelltve. thlt a coaprehenaive health interview and phyaical
examination would be needed to addrmee the vetarina' concarta thoroughly-
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Tbe statistical pomt of the proposed study for important H*altb outcomes
would be good* The interview phase of the atudy !• designed to detect
increases of «bout twofold in th« relativa riakj for health outccmaB occurring
with the frequency of 0.3* while th» exaaiastiera phase ia designed to datact
twofold increases io conditions that occur with • frequency of 1.5JC or greater
(pov«r M 0.93> Alpha • 0*05, 1-tall). With chat laval of tttatiatical po?»r,
•oat conditions that are o£ coaeam to woman who strvad in vlatnam vlll be
adaquataly addtaffad* Only vel«tiv«l7 *m*ll incfeaaaa in aneotttton condition*
would aacapa dat«Gtion.

fha iatant of tba study which CDC wmi ask«d to propose is to address the
health concern* of faaaia VAstnam vetarana cfrnprahaniivaly and with sufficient
Statistical precision* That has d«t*Tv4os>4 th» study design and aanpla alia,
rather than any single research hypothesis.

We wiU be pieaasd to provide any further l tion you need.

WU4-0 '

a 0. Maion,
Burgeon Central

the final letter will HBVB Bcmethinf lika tha.

Dr. Brandt mk«4 that 1 tend this to you to see if it can fee dUeutsad at
the Science Fans! aweting on loraber 1< aad reported to hie fttfoe* the

on Decetober 4.

oft the last

Mthe cost of doing this, study is significant, A decision to do this
nsearehi in A world of finite resources, najr tsaan that avmay For other
s>etivitisji ft&y^iot be evsilable. Ua ar» oautral on the it*u« of doing
thia study* However, if a decision is »ad« to proceed, w« ajre confideat
that we can do a valid atudy aooeptsbla) to all groups if we ere provided
tb* necessary resour

VemoB V. houk, H.D.
Director
Canter for fnvirona*atal Health
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